NVIDIA Ushers in New Era of Robotics, with Breakthroughs Making It Easier to Build and Train Intelligent
Machines
Isaac Robot Simulator Enables Training in Simulated Conditions Before Real-World Deployment; Jetson-based Reference Platforms Enable
Quicker Design Times
NVIDIA today ushered in a new era for the robotics industry, introducing breakthroughs that radically simplify the work of building and training intelligent
machines.
In his keynote at the eighth annual GPU Technology Conference, NVIDIA CEO and founder Jensen Huang introduced the NVIDIA Isaac™ robot simulator, which
utilizes sophisticated video-game and graphics technologies to train intelligent machines in simulated real-world conditions before they get deployed. The
company also introduced a set of robot reference-design platforms that make it faster to build such machines using the NVIDIA Jetson™ platform.
"Robots based on artificial intelligence hold enormous promise for improving our lives, but building and training them has posed significant challenges," Huang
said. "NVIDIA is now revolutionizing the robotics industry by applying our deep expertise in simulating the real world so that robots can be trained more precisely,
more safely and more rapidly."
At GTC, more than 50 companies from around the world are showing robots capable of a huge range of capabilities, all of which incorporate NVIDIA's Jetson
platform, which enables fast, efficient processing of complex data on edge devices. They are capable of handling such critical tasks as search and rescue, elder
support and industrial automation of tedious or potentially dangerous tasks.
NVIDIA Isaac Advances Training, Testing of Robots
Prior to deployment, robots must be extensively trained and tested. With physical prototypes, this can be expensive and impractical. Creating the complete
environment a robot will interact with can be unsafe or very complex. Modeling all possible interactions between a robot and its surrounding environment can be
highly time consuming.
The Isaac robot simulator advances these tasks by providing an AI-based software platform that lets teams train robots in highly realistic virtual environments and
then transfer that knowledge to real-world units.
Isaac is built on an enhanced version of Epic Games' Unreal Engine 4 and uses NVIDIA's advanced simulation, rendering and deep learning technologies.
Working within this virtual environment, developers can set up extensive test scenarios using deep learning training, and then simulate them in minutes -- which
would otherwise take months to perform.
Once a simulation is satisfactorily complete, the information can be quickly transferred to real-world robots. Developers can then iterate and tweak the robot
testing methodology, trading intelligence between the two environments. Since simulations within Isaac are highly realistic and can be performed quickly, fewer
adjustments are needed to the final product compared to traditional development.
Jetson Reference Platforms Ease Training
To accelerate the development of advanced robotics on Jetson, NVIDIA partners are releasing open-source reference platforms for drones, submersibles, robots
on wheels and other devices. These platforms provide building blocks for developers to easily create prototypes, helping reduce the time and money it takes to
build robots from the ground up.
Among the companies releasing Jetson reference platforms are Toyota, for human support robots; Teal, for consumer drones; Enroute Lab, for industrial drones
and unmanned surface and ground vehicles; and various universities and academia, for scale model autonomous cars.
Jetson Adopted Across Industries
Among the companies at GTC using Jetson are Fellow for industrial robots; Starship, Marble and Dispatch.AI for delivery robots; Enroute Lab and Aerialtronics
for search and rescue drones; Toyota for human-support robots; and FIRST for high-school robotics programs.
Keep Current on NVIDIA
Subscribe to the NVIDIA blog, follow us on Facebook, Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram, and view NVIDIA videos on YouTube and images on Flickr.
About NVIDIA
NVIDIA's (NASDAQ: NVDA) invention of the GPU in 1999 sparked the growth of the PC gaming market, redefined modern computer graphics and revolutionized
parallel computing. More recently, GPU deep learning ignited modern AI -- the next era of computing -- with the GPU acting as the brain of computers, robots and
self-driving cars that can perceive and understand the world. More information at http://nvidianews.nvidia.com/.
Certain statements in this press release including, but not limited to, statements as to: benefits of the NVIDIA Isaac robot simulator and the NVIDIA Jetson
platform are forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause results to be materially different than expectations. Important
factors that could cause actual results to differ materially include: global economic conditions; our reliance on third parties to manufacture, assemble, package
and test our products; the impact of technological development and competition; development of new products and technologies or enhancements to our existing
product and technologies; market acceptance of our products or our partners' products; design, manufacturing or software defects; changes in consumer
preferences or demands; changes in industry standards and interfaces; unexpected loss of performance of our products or technologies when integrated into
systems; as well as other factors detailed from time to time in the reports NVIDIA files with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, including its Form
10-K for the fiscal period ended January 29, 2017. Copies of reports filed with the SEC are posted on the company's website and are available from NVIDIA
without charge. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and speak only as of the date hereof, and, except as required by law,
NVIDIA disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events or circumstances.
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